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In the words of Ralph Martson “All things excellent are as

difficult as they are rare. ”However HSNC board always tries to

impart excellence and rarity to its students in the fields other than just

academic achievements.
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One of the oldest minority institutions in India, the Hyderabad (Sind)

National Collegiate Board imparts a broad, balanced as well as

professional education to students. It believes in generating such values in

their students which would help them to outshine in various walks of life &

endeavor new heights. The board ensures that their education system is an

ongoing process - that leads to holistic growth of an individual.



People all over the world spend their entire lifetime collecting wealth, which usually

comprises money, property, assets such as jewellery and other collections.

But contrary to his universal thirst for materialistic possessions, the late Principal 

K. M. Kundnani, spent his entire lifetime collecting the most valuable treasure of education and it's

Immense benefits, which he so generously distributed among several generations of the people

of  Mumbai. Not only did he build some of the most successful educational institutions of this city,

but also became one of the greatest educators of India, richly deserving the title 'Maharshi'.

Here was a man, whose most valuable assets were his idealism, his devotion to education and

his concern for his fellow men. The late Principal K. M. Kundnani was a selfless samaritan,

whose life is an amazing character in the history of educational institutions in Mumbai, the greatest metropolis of India.

Today as we pay homage to the memory of this towering personality, it is fitting to mention that the seed he planted

soon after the partition of India in 1947, has grown into a gigantic tree with its branches offering shade to thousands of

people.

Principal K.M.Kundnani began his career as a professor and then Principal of the D. G. National College in Hyderabad,

Sindh in undivided India. Caught in whirlwind of the partition, he came to Mumbai in the hope of resurrecting not only

his own career, but also to valiantly fight to rebuild his shattered institution, brick by brick, single- handedly. His concern

for hundreds of educators and students from his community who had to flee to Mumbai from Sindh, inspired him to

create the ‘Hyderabad (Sind) National Collegiate Board' under whose auspices many educational institutions were

built. For half a century, the late Principal K. M. Kundnani devoted his energies and time to the development of this

institution till it attained its present status.

When he came to Mumbai, the late Principal K. M. Kundnani knew no one and had no money. Yet, he personally

launched a search for a suitable piece of land and funds and chose a barren piece of land in Bandra at a

time when there were no roads, no electricity and no facilities.
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The R. D. National College was built on this land with money donated by wealthy Sindhi businessmen of

that era. Soon after, the Kishinchand Chellaram College was built in South Mumbai. So was the H. R.

College of Commerce. Thereafter, the board built several colleges in South Mumbai. The great educationist

was not satisfied with this fantastic growth of his institutions.

He fought for land in Ulhasnagar and finally in 1965, created the Chandibai College, by far the biggest of all the

colleges run by the Board with 14,000 students seeking training in various streams of education within its campus.

Today, the board runs 18 of Mumbai's top colleges and offers education to 50,000 students in all faculties. On this day,

as we pay homage to the work and personality of the late Principal K. M. Kundnani on the occasion of his birth

centenary, we recognize his relentless efforts to provide work and educational opportunities to the displaced community

of Sindhi’s who came to Mumbai after the partition. Setting an example for all educators, the late Principal K. M.

Kundnani lived a Spartan life.

He believed in austerity and discipline. His dedication to education was so profound that he continued not only to strive

to improve the existing institutions under the Board but also to dream of creating more institutions till he breathed his

last. It would be no exaggeration to state here that but for the illuminating personality of the late Principal K. M.

Kundnani, we would not have seen the unimaginable growth of the Board's Institutions, which have provided education

to generations of Mumbai's citizens.

In Indian culture, a Guru or teacher represents the Divine Universal Power. Today, we venerate the memory of a sage

like man who lit the torch of awakening, first for the Sindhi community and then for all citizens of this great city. We are

honoured to have the leadership of such a giant of education and pray that our present and future Generations will not

only keep his memory shining and alive but also celebrate it by becoming exemplary educators and students

themselves. Presented on 24th of August 2004, at the hands of His Excellency Shri Mohammed Fazal, Governor of

Maharashtra.
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Our Board Members

Dr. Niranjan Hiranandani
Former President

Dr. Kishu Mansukhani
President & Trustee

Mr. Anil Harish
Immediate Past President



About CHM Campus

CHM campus- a sacred place which has been imparting

knowledge since decades. In 2005, the campus took a giant leap with the

establishment of Hashmatrai and Gangaram Himathmal Mansukhani

Institute of Management (MIM); the first Post Graduate Management

Institute under the HSNC Board offering a post graduate MMS/MBA

degree with the affiliation of the “ University of Mumbai “. This is also the

first Management Institute in the neighboring area between Thane to

Karjat.

We at MIM strive to build ‘creativity, confidence and Leadership’ within

our students. A place where a cocoon metamorphoses into a butterfly!.

What sets apart MIM from the rest is an extremely supportive board,

dynamic staff & students who have an inherent desire for knowledge.
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About MIM
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We take pleasure to introduce H&GH Mansukhani Institute of Management (MIM). MIM comes under the

umbrella of Hyderabad (Sind) National Collegiate Board (HSNCB). HSNCB is a professionally managed

board with an impressive educational track record of over 63 years, managing 27 well established and prestigious

institutions like KC College, HR College, National College, CHM College, Thadomal Engineering College, Kundanani

Pharmacy College, Hiranandani Law College etc. The board has currently more than 40,000 students pursuing

various disciplines: Arts, Science, Commerce, Law, Engineering, Management, Pharmacy, and Media etc.

MIM is the first Management Institute in the neighbouring areas between Thane and Karjat, strategically located in a

sprawling lush-green complex with sophisticated building and high class infrastructure. MIM, under the watchful eyes

of the board, is making rapid strides in providing quality management education to the talented young minds of the

city. The institute offers Masters Degree program in Management Studies (MMS) with electives in Marketing,

Finance, HR, Systems and Operations. The institution is approved by AICTE and affiliated to the University of

Mumbai.

It is our endeavour to prepare students for a managerial career in a dynamic corporate world by honing

their analytical and people management skills by imbibing values in them that reflect healthy corporate

culture.



Mr. Gulu Mirchandani
Chairman & M.D., MIRC Electronics

Mr. M.C. Mehta
President- Century Rayon

Mr. Suresh L. Goklaney
Vice Chairman and MD, 
Eureka Forbes Ltd

Mr. Nischal H. Israni
Chairman, Blue Cross Laboratories Ltd

Mr. Kishor B. Karia
Proprietor, KB Karia and Co. 

Mr. Nanik Rupani
Chairman, Priyadarshni Academy

Dr. V.N. Gupchup
Ex- PVC, University of Mumbai and 
former Principal, VJNT

Dr. Naresh Chandra
Principal Birla College, Kalyan ,
Ex- PVC, University of Mumbai

Dr. Ramesh Lala
Director- Klenzaids Contamination 
Controls Pvt. Ltd

Advisory CommitteeAdvisory Committee 

The advisory committee serves as a source of continuous improvement of the quality of

education, system and program delivery thus assisting in the overall development of the institute.

They also serve to assist academic units in their preparation, implementation, and review of

assessment. plans.
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Our institute, H&GH Mansukhani Institute of Management is built
on the philosophy of igniting the students mind, unleashing their
power and preparing leaders of integrity. We come under the
umbrella of H(S)NC Board - one of the pioneering and prominent
educational boards in the country. The board strives for
enrichment and academic excellence in education.

It is our endeavor to enhance the managerial skills of our young students and bring out
their latent strength of creativity, confidence and leadership. We have a track record of
industrial interaction and continuously take innovative steps to develop the right attitude
and outlook within the students.

We continually seek progressive ways of developing the educational system to enable the
students to realize their own potential. The teaching sessions are planned and organized
with the best of the resources including exposure to industry and society via live projects,
social awareness programs etc. to achieve the desired goal.

I take this opportunity to invite you to participate in our 'Placement Program' on campus
and I am sure that it will be a symbiotic relationship.

Dr. Swati Sabale
Director
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Director’s Message



Vision

To be a Centre of excellence for management education creating competent professionals and

entrepreneurs thereby contributing to the industry, economy and society.

Mission

• To implement dynamic pedagogical tools and conduct student centered activities for holistic development 

of students, moulding them into ethical, socially conscious and competent managers and entrepreneurs.

• To adopt academic and administrative philosophy to enhance reach of management education to diverse 

strata of students

• To create, upgrade and maintain human, financial and infrastructural resources needed for providing 

quality management education.

• To integrate management education with business & industry.
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Vision & Mission



The Master in Management Studies (MMS) program is a two year full-time post-graduate program,

conducted at Hashmatrai and Gangaram Himathmal Mansukhani Institute of Management, Ulhasnagar.

On successful completion, the students are awarded MMS Degree of the University of Mumbai.

The admissions are secured through a highly competitive Common Entrance Test (CET), which is taken by more than

30,000 students across the state, followed by a rigorous GD and PI test.

The 1st year comprises core subjects common to all students, wherein they learn Information Technology, Finance,

Human Resources, Marketing, Production Management, Statistics, Economics and Law.

The 2nd year leads to specialization in an area of management. We offer Marketing, Finance and Human Resources

as the three branches of specialization. Practical projects supported by theory form the basis of learning. Tests, group

discussions, case studies, assignments, presentations and examinations are a regular features of the program.

Globally, India possesses a highly young demographic profile, which will power the world growth engine tomorrow. It

is a great opportunity for the country to wrap up the economic superiority, at the same time a threat to the rest of the

World. The kind of growth that India achieved during the last ten years unfold the story of our successful global

leadership management, which came none other than Indian education system.

Sector wise distribution of work-force has witnessed a dramatic shift away from agriculture and industry in favour of

service sector. This is a behavior experienced in the take-off stage. A drive to maturity necessitates a constant shift of

resources from less to more productive sectors. In this endeavor of achieving higher labour and capital productivity,

traditions must be supported by modernity. Modern management is a prerequisite for a continuum of GDP growth.

It is in this direction that our Institute will prepare you to explore your inner self in targeting to MMS degree, awarded

by University of Mumbai.

MMS Programme
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MMS Programme



Professional education has never been and will never be purely about gaining an educational

qualification. Building a positive attitude is greatly concerned with learning along with knowledge and skills

in the chosen discipline. It embraces one with asset of values that one as a person and as a professional

will need all through life. Throughout the year a number of intellectually stimulating activities like Seminars,

Workshops, Cultural events, Guest Lectures, Exhibitions, Symposia, Sports and Industrial Visits are organized by

students. They provide plenty of opportunities to gain relevant professional experience.

Through their participation, students play a key role in shaping the direction of the business school. Meetings hosted by

the principal and other informal opportunities for dialogue allow the students to express their opinion and share their

perspectives. Students at H.& G.H. Mansukhani Institute of Management learn the importance of being lifelong learners

even when they become mature, assertive and confident professionals. Hence they enter the corporate world not only

with confidence but also with humility by virtue of value based development. The Institute aims to nurture creative

minds that contribute to the creation, application and extension of knowledge for the benefit of the society.

Professional Development:
The Institute maintains a close interaction with leading corporate and industry professionals, involving them in various

activities through seminars, guest lectures. Regular industrial visits and study tours are also arranged to make the

students well-versed with the current industrial scenario.

Corporate Social Responsibility :-
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) at H &G H Mansukhani Institute of Management has evolved to include the

participation of all: Students, Faculty, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO), and the Local Community. Over the

years we at MIM have actively participated in outreach program initiatives where we contribute our Knowledge, Skills

and Technical Expertise to the Community. At the same time, we also have supported the program activities of Several

NGO's Operating in the Community.

CSR at MIM encourages and propels students to imbibe the qualities of enlightened leadership and

thereby instils a level of Trust and Confidence about themselves. Over the years MIM is involved in a

number of social outreach activities. Some of them are: Blood Donation Camps & visit to orphanages.

Life @ MIM
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Life @ MIM



MIM is situated in Smt. CHM College Campus spread over 16 acres of land. The institute is proud to have

one of the best infrastructural facilities comprising well designed classrooms, fully equipped computer lab,

library; endowed with nearly 5767 books and publications and an air-conditioned auditorium.

Infrastructure

Library Auditorium GD Room

Computer LaboratoryClass Room
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Infrastructure



About our Faculty

MIM faculty members are active and regular participants in

various national and international conferences . They contribute to national

journals and collaborate with a broad range of agencies to develop and execute

live projects.

Our faculty is the principal driver of change through their direct involvement

in every aspect of the Institute: academics, governance, research, and

consultancy. Their ability to blend the corporate experience with academic

concept, facilitating a work-place relevant teaching that is intensive and

highly interactive. The rich and diverse background helping to shape the all

round development and correct mentoring which instills in the students a

continuous desire to achieve excellence.

Our Director
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Name : Dr. Swati Sabale
Designation : Director
Educational Qualifications : Ph.D.

MBA (Marketing & Personnel),
DCS, ADCSSAA,
B.Sc (Microbiology & Biochemistry)

Specialization : Marketing
Subjects taught : Marketing Management,

Consumer Behaviour, Research
Methodology, Service Marketing,
Business Ethics,
Strategic Management.



Core Faculty
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Core Faculty

Name : Dr. Gunjan Hasijani
Designation : Asst Professor
Educational Qualifications : Ph.D. Scholar, MBA (H.R), B.M.S
Specialization : Human Resource
Subjects taught : Organizational Behaviour,

Human Resource Management,
Environmental Management,
Training & Development,

Organization Development.

Name : Mrs. Bhavna Chandnani
Designation : Asst Professor
Educational Qualifications : Ph.D. Scholar, MMS (HR),

B.E. (Computers)
Specialization : Human Resource
Subjects taught : Perspective Management,

Entrepreneurship , MPS,
Performance Management ,
Stress Management,
HRP & HR AUDIT.



Core Faculty
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Core Faculty
Name : Mrs. Diya Udasi
Designation Asst Professor
Educational Qualifications : Ph.D Scholar,

M.Phil (Management)
MBA (Human Resource),

Specialization : Human Resource
Subjects taught : Project Management,

Competency at Work, HPL,
Compensation & Benefits ,
Building learning
Organizations.

Name : Dr. Anju Vaswani
Designation : Asst Professor
Educational Qualifications : Ph.D Scholar, MMS (Finance), B.M.S
Specialization : Finance
Subjects taught : Financial Management,

Security Analysis & Portfolio Mgmt,
Communication, AFM
Financial Markets & Institutions,
Cost & Management Accounting



Core Faculty
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Core Faculty

Name : Mrs. Varsha Chandwani
Designation : Asst Professor
Educational Qualifications : Ph.D Scholar, MMS (Finance), B.Com
Specialization : Finance
Subjects taught : Analysis of Financial Statements,

Financial Accounting,
Mergers & Acquisitions,
Taxation Aspects of Businesss,
Managerial Economics.

Name : Deepali Kulkarni
Designation : Assistant Professor + TPO
Educational Qualifications : MMS

B.Sc. Chemistry
Specialization : Human Resource Management
Experience : 7 Years as a Training & Placement

Officer
5.6 Years as HR Manager



MMS Programme
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Visiting Faculty

Mr. Kartik Iyer M.M. S. (Marketing)

Ms Bhagyashree Karnik M.M.S. (Finance), B.Com.

Mr. Manoj Bhatia ICWA, MBA, M.Com.

Ms. Kshamta Lad MMS Marketing, PgDapr, BMS

Ms. Riddhi Sharma PGD in Mass Communication, MA

Mr. Nilesh Wadhwa M.M.S. (Marketing)

Mr. Shriniwas Sathye L.L.B., B.Com

Mr. Deepesh Bhatia CFA, BMS

Mr. Madhukar Joshi PGDHRD- NIHRD, PGD(PM & IR)-NIPM



MMS Programme
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Guest Faculty

Name Organisation Designation Topic

Ms. Nisha
Jaisinghani

DH Consultants Pvt. 
Ltd.

Associate Corporate 
Finance - Valuations

Corporate Valuation 

Mr. Kunal
Jadhwani

Motilal Oswal Vice President Current Economic Trends

Mr. Kishor Bhatia
Motilal Oswal

Equity Advisor
Derivatives  Market

Mr. Prakash
Deshmukh

SunlightEngineers, 
Arizona

President and 
Principal Project Management

Mr. Vikas
Jeshnani Weizmann Forex Ltd. Territory Manager

Overview of Currency 
Markets



MMS Programme
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Guest Faculty

Name Organisation Designation Topic

Mr. Sachin Karve
-- Corporate Trainer Lateral Thinking

Mr. Kumar 
Bhatia

Reliance Digital Sr. Manager,
Digital Marketing 

Mr. Dennis 
D’souza

Indiafirst Life Insurance 
Company Ltd. Manager Advertising

Mr. Vaibhav
Survase

Survase Education 
Director

The Art and Science of 

Interview
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MIM has reasons to take tremendous pride in every batch 

that passes through its portal. It possesses one of the most 

heterogeneous and gifted student communities in the country.

We are very fortunate to introduce our students which are not

only knowledgeable but competitive to the external and internal 

dynamic organizational environment. We have a students mix 

ranging from Science, Engineering, Commerce, Arts, Pharmacy 

and Management.  These are the batch profile of our students:



Our 2020-22 Students Batch represents a diverse scholastic discipline viz.

Management, Science, Commerce, Engineering etc.

Batch Profile
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36%

42%

22%

Finance

Marketing

Human Resource
55%

27%

11%

5%

2%

B.COM

BMS

B.Sc

B.E.

BMM



Batch Profile - Finance
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Bansode Amrapali Gautam
In Process 

Bhandar Shivani Parshuram
Company name : Wipro Ltd

Chandane Tushar Vilas
Company name: Atos

Chavan Pradip Kisan
Company Name : SS & C

Dhiman Nidhi Basantilal
Company  Name : GH Group

Dawre Bharat Ulhas
Company Name : Sudarshan New



Batch Profile - Finance
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Gangurde Aniket Mahendra
Company Name : Railway

Hardwani Mohit Prakashlal
Business

Akshay Devadiga
Company Name : Teradata

Jaisinghani Karishna Atmaram
Company Name : HDFC 

Securities

Jadhav Nikita Kailash
Company Name : Wipro ltd

Kamble Amit Ashok
Company Name : Ganeshan
Commerce classes 



Batch Profile - Finance
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Kasale Aniket Ashok
Company Name : PVK & Co 

Maragaje Trupti Sanjay
In Process

Kharat Sakshi Shyam
In Process

Mohinani Harsh Deepak
In Process 

Naiknavare Meghana Ashok 
Company Name : Pc Point

Surve Ninath Ashok
Company name: eClerx



Batch Profile - Finance
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Nair Saraniya Santosh
Company Name : Eclerx Service 

Ltd.

Pasi Nisha Ramsuresh
Company Name : H. & G. H. 

Mansukhani Institute of Management 

Nikam Shashikant Chandrakant
Comapany Name : Ujjavan small 
finance Bank

Pawar Sonali Baban
In Process

Saroj Nandini Mohan Lal
Company Name :Bank Of India

Sable Jidnya Suresh
Company Name : Febtech



Batch Profile - Finance
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Sharma Anjali Radheshyam
Company name: MIM

Sonawane Kajal Abhimanyu
In Process



Batch Profile – Human Resource

Das Suman Sibaram
Company name : Credit Vidya

DHIMAN NIDHI BASANTILAL
Company Name : Fortified Infotech 

Pvt Ltd.

Ghaywat Minakshi Gautam
Company Name : Atos



Batch Profile – Operations & IT

Chothwa Yashoda Ambadas
Company Name :Protechmanize

Kadam Kamini Gautam
Company Name : Tohiox

research center Pvt Ltd

Kale Mahesh Nivrutti
Company Name : Vighnahar

Entreprises

Kamble Dipty Bhalachandra
Company Name : Accenture



Batch Profile – Marketing

Aswani Unal Shyamla
In Process

Makhija Girnesh Sunil
Company Name :Business

Khedekar Tanmay Prashant
Company Name : Mahendra

Finance

Mali Shweta Kailash Maya
Company Name : Accenture 

solutions Pvt Ltd

Nandu Paras Jayesh
Company Name : Mahendra

Finance

Mohinani Dhiraj Rakesh Sonal
Company Name : Maruti Entreprises



Waghmare Akshay Raju
Company Name : Keva & Co.
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MIM look forward to the holistic development of an individual. Not

only are the students keen on excelling in their academics but also

these young minds are shaped in such a way that they stand out in every

endeavor that they undertake.

Thus to enhance their knowledge in their respective fields these students

operate specialized clubs namely Finance Club, Marketing Club, HR Club,

Corporate News & Concept Clearance Clubs under the guidance of mentors.

Each club has specific task assigned to upgrade their skill, knowledge

so as to strengthen their base with regard to their area of specialization and

overall development. We at MIM strive to build ‘creativity, confidence

and Leadership’ within our students with our Extra Edge programs.



Finance Club:
Finance Club is for finance enthusiast, which focuses on dynamic
programs where the students themselves challenge their own financial
quotient. It’s a team of 31 students with the help of erudite faculty, come
together to polish their skills and get themselves acquainted with latest
industry knowledge in finance domain, which in turn widen their industry
perspective. To hone student’s skills, finance club conducts seminars,
work-shops, debates, group discussion, case studies and games that help
students to get updated on latest trends and developments in finance
verticals.

Marketing Club:
The Marketing Club is extremely dynamic and highly motivated group with
demonstrated self-belief in getting the tasks done on time. They bring
synergy not only learning management theory but practical aspect corporate
dynamics. Its underlying essence remains in the creativity and originality.
Various topics are discussed with those of real life scenarios which bring out
relevant inferences, such as group discussions, article presentations, ad
creation, Management movie reviews, etc. All these activities not only
enhance the knowledge of students but also prepare them for the corporate
environment, so that they can perform independently as well as in teams.
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Extra Edge
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Extra Edge

HR Club
The HR Club undertakes various activities to enhance the knowledge of 
domain and transforms individual to dynamic personality. Some of the 
activities include: Team building Exercises like case study with role plays, 
article presentations on recent HR issues, yoga and mediation sessions 
so as to learn to manage the stress, Studying the profiles of real HR and 
understanding their role in corporate.

Concept Clearance Club:
The Concept Clearance Club comprises of the students who are clear with
the concepts of their fields and help others also to master the concepts like
all the commerce graduate help others in clearing the concepts of
accounts.

Corporate News Club:
The Corporate News Club is exclusive of the corporate news; all the current
happenings and issues are discussed in the club. It incorporates perfect
environment of the corporate world.



Heading India's emerging corporate and contributing at all levels in

various conglomerates, the Institute's Alumni form a sustainable competitive

advantage for the organizations that recruit them. Over the years, the market for

the Institute's graduates has remained bullish, as freshly placed recruits continue

to deliver on their promises and satisfy their employers.

Students at the institute are actively involved in every aspects of recruitment 

from conception to placement, which include: brochure designing, content 

development, facilitation and interaction with corporate beginning every 

placement season spread over November to March.  Corporate can gauge 

students throughout the year.
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Our Recruiters
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Our Alumni

Name Organization Designation

Ahuja Ravi Pfizer Product Specialist

Aswani Sunil Tharwani Realty Project Manager

Gurbani Ajay Axis Bank ltd. Assistant Manager

Karudekar Kamlesh Kotak Mahindra Investment ltd. Associate

Khanwani Nisha DHL Express Associate a/c manager

Ludhwani Anup Somany Ceramics ltd. Territory Manager

Pandey Sudhirkumar Matrix Business Development Executive

Panjabi Abhishek Crisil ltd. Associate, Business development

Rochlani Reshma Wellies International ltd. Associate

Wadhwa Honey Conexus Netcom solutions HR Assistant
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Our Alumni

Name Organization Designation

Iyer Sriram SBI Assistant Manager

Kolapkar Nilesh RCS Manager

Sachdev Kamlesh Morning star India pvt. Ltd. Data Analyst

Ailani Sanjay Kotak Mahindra life Insurance Deputy Manager

Bavdekar Santosh Bank of India Branch Manager

Tejwani Kavita Reliable Group Assistant Manager(Finance Dept.)

Dhampalwar Rahul Ranbaxy District Manager

Mokashi Milind DHL Express Associate a/c manager

Jivnani Bhavesh ICICI Bank Assistant Manager (Operations)
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Our Alumni

Name Organization Designation

Sukhada Dagde IUT Infrastructure Assistant Manager HR

Nilesh Kolapkar Hewlett-Packard Solution Architect

Prashant Sawant JSW Grp. Epsilon Carbon & Aerospace Head HR

Manish Kalani Kotak Mahindra Bank Assistant Vice President

Praveen Jaisinghani Yes Bank Manager

Nayana Sonawane DHL Express National Telemarketing Manager

Radhika Metla Capgemini HR Consultant

Bhagyashree Karnik Deloitte Deputy Manager

Champak Tripathy Standard Chartered Bank Relationship Manager
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Contact Us

H. & G. H. Mansukhani Institute of Management
Smt. CHM Campus,

Opp. Ulhasnagar Railway Station,
Ulhasnagar – 421003, Dist: Thane,

Maharashtra (India)
Email : hsncb.mgmt@gmail.com

Website: hsnc-mgmt.org

Person to be Contacted for Campus  
Placements:

Training & Placement Officer
Mrs. Deepali Kulkarni

9619414471
mimplacements2014@gmail.com
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